
purposeful peoplefor

F R E E  P ROF I L E  &  R E SOURC E  C O L L E C T ION
Easily set up an engaging Personal Profile that looks like you
Include your bio, resume, social media, and/or other material about you
Quickly clip and store your files, pictures, videos, and data from various
online locations into your Personal Resource Collection
Organize your Collection into custom topics that represent your interests

Add their resources into your collection and topics
Connect with people and organizations you trust

Share your topics and resources with others

Additional visibility options: limit
visibility of resources and topics 
to individuals and groups
Customizable conversation threads:
add open and invitation-only
conversation threads
Public landing page: customize a public
landing page for your profile and
collection
Pro community: join an online
conversation space for pro members

We get to know your purpose, goals &
unique situation
We map your online world of
relationships and resources
We build and prepopulate your Profile
and Resource Collection
We teach you to use your Profile and
Resource Collection most effectively
Custom support plans are available
where we help you grow your
CommunityScape

Join our beta at  www.communityscape.life

UPG RA D E  TO  P RO ONB OA RD for busy leaders

Talk to us
 www.communityscape.life/contact

coming soon!
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Why is CommunityScape the best way to organize my online relationships and resources?
We have designed our platform with the express purpose of being the best way for you to organize your
relationships and resources. There is no advertising, no data exploitation, no trolls - just a real partner working
with you to organize your online world.

What are some ways that people use their CommunityScape?
Students and professionals use CommunityScape as a calm organized place to share their bio, resume, skills and
interests. Educators use CommunityScape to organize and share teaching materials in topics they are passionate
about. Leaders use CommunityScape to get their online resource world organized and available to the many
groups they serve. Family members use CommunityScape to organize photos, videos, recipes, vacation ideas and
family stories. Many of us simply think of CommunityScape as our online homebase - for organizing our personal
and professional interests and sharing our resource world with others.

Is it easy to set up and maintain?
It only takes a few minutes to get going. You can add as much or as little profile information as you like. And then
it is easy and fun to add topics and resources that interest you.

Will my CommunityScape grow with me?
Everything is connected in CommunityScape. It is easy to add new relationships and resources as your life
evolves and grows.

What do you mean when you say you are a social enterprise?
It means we put our social mission first. Like all enterprises we need to achieve and maintain financial health. As
a social enterprise, our financial models and benchmarks are integrally tied to our social purpose.

How can I bring CommunityScape to my team, organization or broader community?
We have a two-part mission. 1) to create the best way for anyone to purposefully organize their online world, free
of data exploitation and advertising; and 2) to organize and connect relationships, talents, resources, and
histories across organizations and communities. If you are interested in sharing CommunityScape with groups
and organizations that you are a part of, you can find these printable materials at www.communityscape.life
and start a conversation with us at www.communityscape.life/contact.

Frequently Asked Questions

Profile & Collection Free Profile & Collection Pro
Coming Soon

Onboard
for busy leaders

Organize your online relationships
and resources in one place.

Customize your profile with your
look and your favorite topics. 

add conversation threads with
moderation tools
assign topics and resources to
specific individuals & groups
create a customizable public
landing page

Upgrade to get Pro features:
Let us map your relationships and

resources and build your Profile and
Collection for you. Or sponsor an

Onboard for a busy leader you
admire!
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How do I get started?
Go www.communityscape.life and click "Join our Beta" in the upper right.


